
Shielding interstates & primary communications for networking telepathy
maps and documentation
shielding reports

Gates, Grids & Matrices:  World Movement 
Networks
analyzing what has happened over the last several years etc.

Psinergy.com was created in order to provide people with a place to discuss talent and its uses within the spectrum of humanity.  Through discussion and assistance Psinergy will promote education, self-control and safe harbor.  Psinergy's foundation is the study and practice of utilizing Psi Energy in order to facilitate talent.  Psi energy is the pranic energy in the body used to make ESP or ‘talent’ occur.

The intent with this website is to assist people who are just recognizing their talent and are unsure of how to use it within their lives.  Becoming aware of your ESP, referred to as ‘talent’, can be a strenuous process.  The ethics of using talent often comes into question along with the desire in itself.  For as many people seeking to use those talents for ill will, there are just as many seeking to use it for the greater good of humanity and still others desiring a way to find the off-switch.

Through effective communication utilizing the internets best resources, Psinergy.com will be the safe harbor for those seeking true and effective information on the various ways to control your talent and put them to use for your lifestyle in a grounded, supportive way.  

Education, Discussion, Acceleration
The internet's home for people using their talent in their everyday lives.


Online Instruction with Sabrina
Basic creations of constructs-program lacing- structure
Talent classes
High Frequency
Low Frequency
Mid Freuquency

Psi Defense
Linking Tables

If this then that
Talent - necessary type of defense
Environment factors - necessary type of defense
Exercises that provide that type of defense
Detailed explanations of defense types
Examples of defense types
Recommended learning/trng schedule

Psychic Vampires:  The real Truth about people not in control of their talent and ultmiately themselves

Traits of A Psychic Vampire
experiences feelings of abandonment or rejection
needs constant reassurance
never feels satisfied 
seeks nurturing
low energy - fatigued 
Symptoms Of Psychic Attack 
leaky or diminishing aura 
dizziness
loss of energy 
muscle tension 
mental confusion 
headaches 
chronic fatigue 
sleep disturbances 
irritability 
depressed mood 
physical illness 
Protection Against Psychic Attack: 
Become aware of what individuals deplete your energy and limit your contact with them. 
Visualization Techniques - Build walls of protection or create a bubble of light surrounding your auric field. 
Crystal Shields - amulets for protection 


Links for Trauma associated ESP
Write ups on associations



Online readings with Sabrina - by appointment
Disclaimers like psipog -?
Donations by pay pal

Forums

~ St. Louis Gating Project ~

Layout to Investigate Energetic issues in cities

Link Research

